
The AMRAD Medical SRS Pocket 
If I was to ask you, what fits into your pocket…what would you say? Your keys? Your wallet? Your cell phone? Your x-ray 
suite? Wait! Did you just say x-ray suite? 

That’s right, Summit industries a leading manufacturer of radiographic equipment has designed and developed an x-ray 
suite that fits into a pocket of a medical facility.  

                                      

The AMRAD Medical SRS Pocket is designed to tackle one of the biggest challenges that facilities face today which is the 
cost of real estate.  

Space for an x-ray suite is always needed to perform exams with ease, but existing facilities often do not have adequate 
space.  For new medical locations that are being built, space for x-ray is often an afterthought.  

With the growth in urgent care, facilities do not always have sufficient space for imaging. The idea of being able to open 
up a practice quickly with minimal construction costs is a win for the group opening the urgent care.  

The AMRAD SRS Pocket solves that problem because it can be installed in the pocket (9’ x 9’ room) of a medical facility.  

A creative dual rail design, allows the tubestand and wallstand to function independently; however, this unique two rail 
design also allows the tubestand and wallstand to come together and form a single unit that can be moved and 
positioned simultaneously.  

                                      

Seeing is Believing 

When the wallstand and tubestand are used independently, upright exams are easy and efficient. The intuitive system 
status display (SSD) lets the technologist know exactly when the units are in the proper detents for 40” and 72” imaging. 
No more guessing.  



                  

 

Neatly Tucked Away 

The creative dual rail design brings the tubestand off the back wall which allows the generator cabinet to be tucked 
behind it saving on overall length of the room. Serviceability of the generator is easy from this tucked away position.  

                                                                

Don’t Get Double Crossed 

Our design and engineering teams took into an account all the exams a facility would need. The Pocket’s unique two rail 
design allows for a mobile table (optional) to slide in between the rails so cross table exams can be performed with ease.  

                                                        

Tilting the odds in your favor 



The tilting cabinet on the wallstand allows for all types of exams. Easy to read and operate tilting mechanisim with a tilt 
range of +105°  for cervical work and 0° for extermities and detents every 15° in between means the possibilites are 
endless.  

                             

 

No longer will facilities be denied the idea of having Imaging without doing construction. The time is now, the product is 
here, the AMRAD Medical SRS is the answer. Big Ideas in a pocket-sized product.  


